Long Term Real Trajectory Reuse Through Region Goal Satisfaction
Motivation
As a part of the Swiss National Science Foundation Synergia project, AerialCrowds,
this research is motivated by the objective of improving the realism of real‐time
simulated crowds by reducing short term collision avoidance through long term
anticipation of pedestrian trajectories. For this aim, we choose to reuse outdoor
pedestrian trajectories in the following order:
‐ Extracting Long Term Trajectories: we analyze the recordings of multiple
synchronized video cameras.
‐ Generating Region Goal Paths: we fit trajectory segments as long as
possible within predefined paths made of a succession of region goals.
‐ Reusing Paths with Collision Avoidance: we are able to make long‐term
trajectory anticipation and distribute the collision avoidance shift over a long
distance.
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Generating
Region Goal Paths

Term Definitions
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

t0, tc, tf: Current, collision, and after collision time
Rs, Rc: Radius of shift influencing and colliding area
VF: View frustum
Δts, Δtv: Duration of simulation and video frame
Shift influence vector
Trajectory shift vector (TSV)
Magnitude of the TSV

Extracting
Long Term Trajectories
Trajectory Extraction
‐ Outdoor scene captured with 5
ground cameras
‐ Captured frames: 30,000 (25 fps)
‐ Apply shadow removal by dominant
orientations
‐ Bottom‐left image: tracked positions
from the top‐view
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Path Variants

Collision Avoidance Method of a virtual character Hi

Trajectory Rectification

Final Crowd Scene

‐ Four issues to solve
‐ Define local and global confidences
and use them for getting reliability of
trajectories
‐ Remove and fill trajectories
‐ Smooth trajectories

‐ Apply different path for each
character and simulate them with
our collision avoidance method
‐ Virtual characters: 500

Path Generation Process

Conclusion
Final Trajectory Paths
‐ Total 357 paths
‐ Around 10,000 frames per path

Final Trajectories in reconstructed
virtual scene (total 297 trajectories)

Trajectories from a Camera View
(video footage background)

The presented methods cover the whole pipeline for automating non‐invasive
pedestrian trajectories processing and reuse in arbitrary scenes.
Contributions encompass both:
‐ the real trajectories recovery from multiple video cameras, for which large
speedups have been obtained;
‐ and the trajectory reuse for long‐term prediction and avoidance of collisions.
We will proceed to extensive benchmarking to evaluate whether the simplified
circular shape of the shift influence area is detrimental for the plausibility of the
resulting crowd motion. More comparisons with prior approaches would be
beneficial although none have adopted our reuse strategy for collision avoidance.

